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Advocacy and community

Coming full circle

S

ARAH CARROLL ‘18 is a legal studies major, and began
on this pathway with the intention of working in law
enforcement. “When I was applying to colleges my senior year
of high school I did the whole Common App thing, and I wanted
to be a cop originally. So I put criminal justice down as a major,”
she explains.

LEADERS

When UMass Amherst accepted her, Sarah was admitted to the
legal studies major, since there is not a specific criminal justice
major on campus. During her first legal studies class, she had
such a good experience that she knew she was in the right
place.
“I didn’t necessarily think I would stay in legal studies when I got
accepted, and here I am about to graduate with a degree in it.
So it kind of came full circle,” Sarah says.

Breaking new barriers

“If I could wave that magic wand and get that dream job right away after college, I ideally would be doing immigration and refugee
reform. Looking at the policy, doing advocacy, maybe resettlement,” she says.

N

ATHALIE AMAZAN ‘20, a political science and legal studies
major, is the newly elected Vice President of the UMass
Amherst Student Government Association. Nathalie is also the
co-founder of the UMass Prison Abolition Collective, and works at
the Stonewall Center where she does trainings around queer and
trans identities and terminologies. She is also a member of the SBS
Academic Fellows program and works at the Center for Education
Policy & Advocacy (CEPA).

S

ARA ANDRESEN ‘18 is a political science and
international studies major and studies Chinese. She
is also a UWiL (UMass Women into Leadership) fellow,
president of the UMass Amherst Wrestling Club, a member
of the International Relations Club, a peer advisor and an SBS
Academic Fellow (AFP).
Sara credits her many accomplishments and pursuit of
leadership opportunities to her love of learning. “I find almost
anything new interesting,” she says. It led her to join UWiL, a
competitive leadership training and professional development
program that seeks to prepare women for public leadership
after graduation.
“Creating a mindset that breaks barriers that women
shouldn’t be more outspoken and rising to new levels of
success creates a lot of fuel for future success,” she says of
her takeaways from the program.
Sara’s advice for other students looking to get more involved
on campus? “Show up,” she says succinctly. “Find something
that makes you excited and find out when they meet or what
event is going on…and just show up,” she explains.

Nathalie, originally a computer science major, quickly realized that
her true passion was in politics and law after taking a women’s
studies class. “We studied a lot about politics and how law affects
women and different reproductive issues. So that’s kind of where I
found my ‘in’ with political science.”
In the future, Nathalie plans to attend law school and continue her
social justice work, particularly with communities of color within the
prison system. “Maybe a future in politics and running for office
one day,” she adds.

As a transfer student in her sophomore year, LINDSEY
MCCAULEY ‘18 realized that getting involved in activities
outside class would be the best way to find her place on such a
big campus. While talking to an advisor she learned about the
UMass Women into Leadership (UWiL) program.

Learning on the edges

“It really changed the trajectory of my career at UMass,” says
McCauley, speaking about the opportunities she discovered as a
result of joining UWiL. “It made me feel good to feel like I was
changing things, meeting new people and learning outside the
classroom,” she adds.
Joining UWiL gave McCauley the opportunity to apply for various
scholarships, internships and work with members within the
District, Superior, and Appellate Courts in Massachusetts. During
the course of these internships, McCauley says that she found
her calling to become a lawyer and eventually, she hopes, a
judge.

Understanding power

C

ANARIS SIMMONS ‘18 began his university career as a sociology major before adding a
second major in political science. “The power aspect was very important” to choosing both
majors, he explains.
“Some folks have power, and a lot of folks don’t. Studying society for me is like, if you know
how something works you are able to change it. That’s where sociology became my first major.
However, there’s a lot of power aspect involved and so that’s where political science comes in,”
he adds.
Canaris explains that he feels his work on campus hasn’t been due to pursuing leadership positions,
but rather that he’s been “lucky enough for folks to want to hear my ideas and stand with me.”
“With my energy and with my willingness to work with folks and try to bring out the best in
everyone around me—I think that’s an infectious energy,” he says.

SEIZING

OPPORTUNITY

Miranda Donohue gains political insight as congressional intern
After MIRANDA DONOHUE
‘19 landed an internship
with Representative Sean
Patrick Maloney, thousands of
assumptions ran through her
head. “Would I be the coffee
intern? Would I be the intern
that sorts the mail? Would I
spend my days running errands?
It dawned on me that the only
new thing I might learn with
this congressional internship is
the fastest way to brew coffee. I
was more than concerned,” she
explains.

Eric Sippert awarded dissertation field grant for research in Guatemala

E

RIC SIPPERT is one of four political science graduate
students awarded a UMass Graduate School dissertation
field grant,which provides up to $5,000 for expenses related
to dissertation field work. Sippert’s research will take him to
the Western Highlands of Guatemala where he will study
new socio-economic and political forms of organization
created by globalization, as well as how these new creations
then interact with transnational flows.
“Through six months of participant observation, interviews,
and network analysis, and building on two months of
preliminary research, my dissertation research will
empirically study a grassroots organization in
Quetzaltenango, Guatemala, that works to re-integrate
migrants, create alternatives to migration through sustainable
local development, and work with issues of historical memory
and Mayan identity,” Sippert explains.
“This dissertation research grant means that I am able to
return to Guatemala this June through December to conduct
research for six months. This will allow me to collect the
data and complete the research necessary for writing my
dissertation,” he adds.
Usmaan Farooqui, Mohsen Jalali and Basilius Zeno have
also been awarded fieldwork grants by the graduate school
to conduct research for their respective projects.

Instead, Miranda was treated
to a bevy of new experiences.
“Whether I’m accompanying
the events coordinator to assist
her with setting up functions or
having meaningful conversations
with constituents regarding
policies or concerns, I feel as if
my abilities to delegate, organize and create are often put to the test. I feel inspired every day by not only Rep. Maloney but also the
gifted staff he has working with him. There is more to internships than learning how to carry eight cups of coffee without spilling
them and I think I found it,” she says.

Tait to conduct field research exploring South Africa’s legal institutions with Fulbright
Fellowship
Abigail Webber looks back on an enriching four years

A

BIGAIL WEBBER ‘18 is a political science major with a Public Policy
and Administration Certificate. She has interned for the Massachusetts
Democratic Party, Senator Warren, and the successful re-election campaign
of Holyoke City Mayor Alex Morse. She also worked as a peer advisor in the
Political Science Department and as a Senator for the UMass Undergraduate
Student Government, and was a part of several Model United Nations
conferences through the International Relations Club during her time at
UMass Amherst.

K

IRA TAIT has been awarded a Fulbright fellowship to
conduct her dissertation field research in South Africa.
The Fulbright program offers fellowships for graduating
college seniors, graduate students, young professionals
and artists to study, conduct research, and/or teach English
abroad.

“My time at UMass has been full of diverse experiences that ultimately gave
me the tools to decide my own direction. The supportive faculty and staff,
countless extracurricular and internship opportunities, and amazing group of
best friends that I found at UMass contributed to my success and growth,”
Webber says.

Tait’s project entitled, “Roadblocks to Access: Interpretations
of Legal Institutions in Post-Apartheid South Africa,” will
explore how ordinary South Africans make sense of rights
and courts when making claims to their constitutionally
guaranteed socio-economic rights. Tait’s research has been
informed by her interests in comparative politics, public
policy and socioeconomic development and a broader
interest in the politics of developing countries.

“Taking advantage of all that the university has to offer while being
proactive in seeking out what is best for me was paramount to achieving my
goals during my undergraduate education,” she adds.

“Receiving this fellowship is a great honor. It will allow me
to make well needed progress on my research and complete
my dissertation,” said Tait on receiving the fellowship.

Faculty EXCELLENCE

Leah Wing receives Outstanding Teaching Award

Kevin Young recognized as a UMass Amherst Spotlight Scholar

K

EVIN YOUNG, associate professor of Political Science, was named a UMass Amherst Spotlight Scholar for his work around
using “big data” to pinpoint how corporations gain political advantage.

“We don’t know enough about how
business operates as a political force,”
says Young, whose innovative use of “big
data” and seemingly endless appetite
for rigorous analysis have made him one
of his generation’s leading scholars of
international political economy.
Young’s interest in the power of elites
began during his undergraduate days in
Ontario, when he made ends meet by
pulling a rickshaw—a job that led him
to confront what he saw as injustices
committed toward the financially
vulnerable. “People were being pushed
out into the street due to a wave of
really bad policies,” he says. “Issues of
economics became tangibly important to
me. It made the world real.”

L

EAH WING, Senior Lecturer of Legal Studies, has been awarded this year’s UMass College of Social & Behavioral Sciences Outstanding
Teaching Award. This award celebrates exceptional teaching, mentoring, and curriculum development efforts, and their impact on
students.
Wing has taught a number of classes since she joined UMass in 1993, including Alternative Dispute Resolution; Irish Peace Process: After
the Good Friday Agreement; Environmental and Public
Policy Dispute Resolution; and Environmental Justice.
Her teaching and research utilize law and society
scholarship, and critical race legal theory in particular, to
interrogate the relationship between disputing and
justice. Notably, Wing taught the first course in the nation
that combined critical race theory with alternative dispute
resolution.
Wing’s teaching has made a huge impact on students at
UMass. Just recently, several graduates of the legal
studies program have pursued careers in mediation and
alternative dispute resolution, citing Dr. Wing’s courses as
the inspiration for this career choice. An avid advocate
for students from diverse backgrounds, Wing regularly
encourages undergraduates to pursue careers in the
legal profession, and her work in pursuing goals of
multiculturalism has been recognized with the UMass
Chancellor’s Award for Multiculturalism and through the
Kuumba Award in Appreciation of Support and Efforts in Promoting Opportunities in the Field of Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
for Minority Professionals.

Innovations in course design

P

AUL COLLINS, professor of political science, leads an integrative experience course titled Law
and Social Activism that explores the relationship between law and social activism from an
interdisciplinary lens. The course devotes special attention to issues of social justice, group formation
and maintenance, how groups use the legal system in an attempt to influence public policy, and
much more. Students investigate these topics in the context of social movements related to civil
rights, LGBT rights, women’s rights, the Second Amendment, and others.

Meanwhile, in Empirical Legal Studies taught by DOUG RICE, assistant professor of legal studies,
students will have the opprtunity to examine law from a statistical standpoint.
“How do we measure the effectiveness of hate crime laws? Does racial bias play a role in stop and frisk policies?” These are
some of the questions students will investigate during the course being offered in Fall 2018.
“Students need to be conversant in statistics and data analysis,” says Rice. “The goal of this course is to take students
interested in law from different perspectives - social movements, Supreme Court decisions, constitutional interpretation related
to free speech - and see how statistics enter into those conversations.” He hopes that students will leave the course equipped
with two core skills: how to digest and analyze empirical legal research and how to conduct their own research.

Sawyer Seminar Grant awarded to Nicholas Xenos for study of Universal Basic
Income

N

ICHOLAS XENOS, professor of political science and director of the Amherst Program in Critical Theory, has been awarded a
grant of $225,000 from The Andrew W. Mellon Foundation to support a Sawyer Seminar on Universal Basic Income entitled
“The Universal Basic Income: History and Theory of a Utopian Desire.” The seminar seeks to examine what it means to live a
“flourishing human life” by placing UBI in a context of the future of work, unemployment, advances in automation, robotics and
machine intelligence and its historical and cultural origins.
The seminar will study various ongoing experiments with UBI in Finland, South Africa, Canada and the United States while also
considering the deeper political, social, philosophical, ethical and economic questions that arise from it.
More specifically, the seminar will explore the theorization of UBI within political and literary theory including utopian and
socialist traditions; comparative historical analysis of debates over UBI in the aforementioned countries; and comparative
economic theology and contemporary discussions about the necessity of UBI in high technology and Silicon Valley circles.

MAKING A DIFFERENCE

Rebecca Richards ‘94 reflects on her role in the National Security Agency

“The idea that you have to choose national security or privacy is a false narrative,” says the National Security Agency’s (NSA) Civil
Liberties and Privacy Director Rebecca Richards ’94 (Political Science). “As citizens, we need to think about how we can accomplish both
of these at the same time.”
Richards is the first person to assume her role at the NSA, a position created after Edward Snowden revealed several leaks regarding
NSA practices in 2013.
After graduating from UMass with
a political science degree, Richards
held a number of privacy-related
positions within the Department
of Homeland Security and the U.S.
Department of Commerce before
applying for her current role.
“When I applied, there wasn’t a lot
of information available about the
NSA’s core functions,” she recalls.
“I wondered how I was going to
prepare for an interview if I didn’t
entirely understand what they do.”
As Richards realized, however,
having an open mind proved
helpful in her landing the job.
“As I went through the interview
process, I saw the agency needed a
person who could understand the
importance of privacy while also
being transparent,” she notes. “If
you went into the interview thinking everything the NSA does is wrong, you risked stopping its core mission of keeping all of us safe.
On the other hand, if you went in thinking everything they were doing was fine, you may have lost credibility.”
“The NSA has an incredible set of privacy protections in place, but until recently, nobody’s ever talked much about them. Nobody had
sat down and said, ‘Here’s how we operate’ because that wasn’t the culture,” she explains. “As we move forward, we want the NSA to
talk in an unclassified way to the average citizen about the agency and what privacy protections are in place.”
Over the past few years, Richards says that the NSA has come a long way in offering that transparency to citizens. In her role, she says
some of her main duties involve contacting organizations throughout the country for counsel on how to better serve the public and its
privacy.
“I’ve spent a lot of time reaching out to civil society organizations and the privacy advocacy community and I will continue to do that,”
she says. “We bring some of our biggest critics inside the NSA so we can hear from them directly and understand what their concerns
are and see if we can change.”

This is an abridged version of the article that was originally published by UMass Amherst Alumni Association.

Menty Kebede ‘16 advocates for refugees

M

ENTY KEBEDE’16 returned to campus this Spring to lead a “Food
for Thought” lunch for students interested in advocacy and social
justice work.
Menty is currently an Immigration and Refugee Policy Advocacy Associate
at Church World Service based in Washington, DC. Originally from Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia, she received a BA in Legal Studies and a second BA in
Political Science with a minor in Arabic at UMass Amherst. In her current
position, Menty works to advocate for legislation that guarantees social
and legal protections for refugees and immigrants, such as DACA recipients
and TPS holders. Her work largely involves coalition building, congressional
meetings, organizing events and rallies, and much more.
During the lunch, she spoke about a variety of topics, from the future of
the DREAM act to the stringent vetting process refugees go through to
enter the U.S. On the latter, she explained to students how refugees are
required to go through “grueling interviews” during the process, describing
it as “a really vulnerable time.”
“This is probably why only 1% of 65 million displaced people are actually
eligible to be resettled in the country,” she added.

TAKING ON

D
C

The University of Massachusetts Academic Fellows Program
(AFP) embarked on its inaugural Alternative Spring Break trip to
Washington, DC, from March 9 -13, taking 19 AFP participants
to the nation’s capital. The AFP brings specialized opportunities
and programs for first generation and ALANA undergraduate
students in the UMass College of Social & Behavioral Sciences.
Led by AFP Director and Assistant Professor of Political Science,
Angélica Bernal, the group participated in panel discussions and
networking programs with successful UMass alumni, and toured
prominent sites throughout DC.
“AFP represents our university’s deep commitment to diversity,
and to supporting our students’ success at UMass, and of course
beyond. The idea behind this Alternative Spring Break program
is an ambitious one. It’s to provide students with an intensive
career development and learning experience by bringing them to
one of the most exciting cities in our nation—and together with
some of our distinguished and very impressive alums,” explained
Bernal during the first day’s programming.
Political Science alumna Sharon Bland ’88 kicked off the
program with a keynote about her career path from working
in the DC city government to her current work as Chief Equity
and Inclusion Officer at Montgomery College in Rockville, MD.
During a panel on careers in Politics, Government Relations,
Criminal Justice, & Public Service, students heard from alumni in
careers ranging from federal agencies, to the DC police force, to
Amazon.com.

“If you’re involved with something you’re passionate about, if you
work really hard, you’re going to succeed,” said Chuck Kosak,
Economics ’88, now Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense for
Defense Continuity and Mission Assurance at the U.S. Department
of Defense.
A second panel brought together prominent alumni and
professionals in communications, journalism, and media. Ranging
from organizations like prominent LA radio station KCRW to the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.
“I’m so grateful to UMass for giving me a solid foundation,
between helping me get an internship at Channel 5 in Boston,
writing for the Collegian, and all the professors who were mentors
from Howard Ziff and Ralph Whitehead to my colleagues and
friends who I’m still in touch with now, decades later,” noted
Heidi Berenson, Journalism ’79, and President of Berenson
Communications.
Other programming encompassed an information session with
Mark Preston, Journalism & History ’94, and now CNN’s Executive
Director of Political Programming and Senior Political Analyst.

“The reason I’m talking to you is that the road is not easy…but I will
tell you that if I was ever prepared for it—it was because of UMass,”
said Preston. “What I found from UMass is that you guys are all
fighters. Whether you’re from in-state or out-of-state, you decided
to go to this school in a state that has the likes of MIT, and Harvard,
and Tufts. But what I always found from UMass kids is that we’re all
fighters,” he added.
The College of Social and Behavioral Science will continue its
Washington, DC, programming this summer with SBS in DC, which
will connect students to a number of high quality internships in the
capitol.

To make completing such internships accessible, SBS will cover
housing costs at the Washington Intern Student Housing
on Capitol Hill and provide funding for other cost of living
expenses. Prior to leaving for these internships, the SBS Office
of Career and Professional Development will be providing
mandatory trainings to the inaugural cohort of students on
topics such as networking, policy and legislative preparation,
professional etiquette, and more.
“We believe it’s absolutely critical for young people to get
involved – especially now – in politics and policy at all levels,”
said SBS Dean John Hird when speaking about the College’s
DC initiatives.

